
REVISION LESSONS 

Identify the pattern of the following sentences and underline the correct one. 

S- Subject     V- Verb     O- object                DO- Direct Object 

IO- Indirect Object        C- Complement        A- Adverbials 

 

1. She will come. 

(a)SV        (b) SVO     (c) SVC    (d) SVOC 

2. She became a teacher. 

(a) SV       (b) SVO     (c) SVA    (d) SVC 

3. One of the boys must go. 

(a)SVC      (b) SVOA   (c) SVCA  (d) SV 

4. It is dark everywhere. 

(a)SVC      (b) SVCA    (c) SVA    (d) SVOA 

5. I am a programmer in this company. 

(a)SVC    (b) SVCA    (c) SVA      (d) SV0A 

6. He always dresses neatly. 

(a)SAVA   (b) SVCA    (c) SVOA   (d) SVOA 

7. He gave the book to me. 

(a)SVO     (b) SV DO A  (c) SV DO IO   (d) SV IO DO 
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8. The sun shines. 

(a)SO       (b) SV         (c) SA         (d) S DO 

9. I met his friend yesterday. 

(a)SVOA   (b) ASV      (c) SVC      (d) SVOC 

10. Sit here. 

(a)VA        (b) OA        (c) VO        (d) V IO  

 

Activity -02 

Find the object complement. 

 

An object complement is a noun or adjective that follows and modifies or 

renames a direct object. 

 Ex: 1.The ride made the children sleepy. 

 

In this sentence, the direct object is the children. The object complement is the adjective 

sleepy which describes (modifies) the ride. 

 

       2. The team voted Mahela captain of the team. 

In this sentence, the direct object is Mahela. The object complement is the noun captain 

which renames Mahela. 

 

 

 

 

 



Underline the direct object and circle the object complement in the following sentences. 

1. The class elected her president for the year. 

 

2. She named her brown puppy Spots. 

 

3. We painted the fence around the yard green. 

 

4. The bad food made the boy’s family sick. 

 

5. Rahal called his sweet mother Mom. 

 

 


